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DIFFUSION IN THE FIBRE WALLS OF SOFTWOODS 
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ABSTRACT 

I have tried to calculate the bound water diffusion coefficient 
from what is known ab out the components of the cell wall and its 
structure. I then get a much lower cell wall diffusivity than 
Stamm (1959, 1960) got from his measurements. Even though my 
calculations are very rough, I think they might indicate that the 
bound water diffusion coefficient is lower than has been assumed 
for the last 25 years. 
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l. RFSULTS 

I have tried to calculate the bound water diffusion coefficient 

from what is kno.vn about the cornponents of the cell wall and i ts 

structure. I then get a rnuch lower cell wall diffusivity than 

stannn (1959, 1960) got from his measurements. Even though my 

calculations are very rough, I trunk they might inclicate that the 

bound water diffusion coefficient is lower than has been assurned 

for the last 25 years. 

Below is a diagram showing- stannn' s measurements and the resul ts 

of my calculations, as functions of relative humidity. 
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2 DIFFUSION IN roLYMERS 

'This perper deals with diffusion of water in the cell wall of a 

softwood. As the cell wall is composed of three polymers 

(cellulose (both crystalline and amorphous), hemicellulose and 

lignin) I will start with a few words about the phenomenon of 

diffusion in polymers. 

In a polymer the water molecules diffuse without bein:;J either 

liquid or in vapour phase. '!hey are bourrl to different bonding 

sites on the polymer, and move to a new site if they get enough 

energy to break the first bond. 

'!Wo factors control the rate of diffusion: temperature by 

controllin:;J the speed of the water molecules and the mobility of 

the polymer chains, and the concentration by detenninin:;J the 

distribution of bindin:;J energies. When concentration is low all 

water molecules are tightly bourrl and the diffusivity is lCM. When 

the concentration is increased same are still tightly bound, but 

more and more molecules are bourrl more loosely. As a consequence 

of this the coefficient of diffusion will increase. 

Rcqers (1984) and Stannett et al (1974) mentian a large nurnber 

of different theories for how the coefficient of diffusion changes 

with temperature and concentration, but those are probably not of 

nnlch practical use. 

A question that has been nnlch debated over the years (not only 

by wood researchers) is what gradient should be used when working 

with diffusion. Same polymer scientists working with diffusion 

inside polymers prefer to use concentration as gradient. 'Then the 

coefficient of diffusion will not change dramaticly when the 

concentration is changed. '!his might seem to be the lcqica.l choice 

when dealin:;J with polymers, as we can't say that there is for 

example a certain vapour pressure in the polymer. &1t we can still 

use other gradients as we have unambigous relations between for 

example vapour pressure and equilibrium concentration (apart from 

the hysteresis effect) . 
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I have chosen to work with vapour content (kg of vapour per m3 

of air) as this is the natural choice when workin:J with diffusion 

in air, and much of the diffusion in woc:xJ. is diffusion in air. I 

therefore use the follCMing notations (symbols c::onfonns to ISO 

standard 9346:1987): 

symbol units 

vapour c::ontent 3 v kg/m 

c::oefficient of 6 2 
v m/s 

diffusion 

flow g 

distance x m 

When these are used tCXjether, the Ficks law of diffusion will look 

like this: 

I hope that this explanation of the tmits I am using will make 

this paper less confusing than many others. Huglin and Zacharia 

(1983) found 29 different tmits for the diffusion c::oefficient when 

they read 80 articles on diffusivity in polymers (plus a fE!-N that 

were c::ornpletely wrong). Many authors forget to mention which units 

they use, and in many cases I have found it quite hard to figure 

that out. For e.xarnple, the tmit of the diffusion c::oefficient is 

m2/s whether you use concentration or vapour c::ontent as gradient. 

In appendix 1 I have collected all tmit tranfonnations that I have 

made (for chapter 5) . 



3 C'CMFDNENTS OF THE CELL WAlL 

3 . 1 Cellulose 

Cellulose is a carbohydrate polymer with rnany OH-groups which 

makes i t very hygroskopic, as these groups easil y fonn hydrogen 

bonds with the water molecules. 

Cellulose in wood and cotton, or re;enerated cellulose is partly 

crystalline, partly amorphous. Kolseth (1983) gives the following 

approxiroate values for the percentage of crystalline cellulose 

in three different celluloses (as measured with X-ray 

diffraction) : 

pulp 60 % 

cotton 73 % 

re;enerated cellulose 35 % 

He also reports same very different values rneasured with other 

methods, but I think that these ones are approxirnatel y true as 

X-ray diffraction is one of the most used methods for studying the 

inner structure of fibres. Siau (1984) gives the-value 50-60% for 

wood. COntrary to Kolseth, starnm (1964) says that different 

methods are in good agreement. His values are very rnuch like the 

ones above. 

'The crystalline zones of the cellulose are impenneable to the 

water molecules (pizzi et al 1987a and Siau 1984). 'This is the 

same as for other crystalline polymers (Rogers 1984). 'Iherefore 

the diffusion coefficient for water in crystalline cellulose is 

very low. Only on the surfaces of the crystallites can the water 

fonn hydrogen bonds with the OH-groups of the crystalline 

cellulose. 

Native cellulose has a crystal structure called cellulose I. 

When it is recrystallised as re;enarated cellulose it changes to 

the more stable fonn cellulose II. 'These two fonns are here 

assurned to have the same properties . 

'Ihe amorphous parts of the cellulose are permeable to water 

(Pizzi et al 1987b). Same measurements have been made with 

re;enerated cellulose (see chapter 5) . 
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BelCM are sorption curves for wood, holocellulose (cellulose and 

hernicellulose), hernicellulose and Klasen-lignin (from Skaar 1974 

and 1984) : 

u 
0,4 hernicellulose 

0,3 
holocellulose 

wood 

0,2 Klason lignin 

o, 1 

o ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ 

° 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 

3 . 2 Hernicellulose 

The structure of hernicellulose is more cornplicated and more 

irregular than that of cellulose. Apart from that, hernicellulose 

is very sirnilar to amorphous cellulose as these two polymers have 

nearly the same density and hygroscopisity (nurnber of OH-groups 

per mole or kg). pizzi et al (1987b) write: "as regards sorption 

characteristics of amorphous high molecular carlx>hydrates little 

difference is likely to exist between the behavior of amorphous 

cellulose and hernicellulose. These two should behave sirnilarily". 

There are no measurernents of the diffusion in hernicellulose, but 

I think it is a gcxxl assurnption that it is very rnuch the same as 

for amorphous cellulose. When doing the calculations in chapter 7, 

I have assmned the same diffusivity for these two substance8. 



3.3 Lignin 

Lignin has a very corrplicated amorphous structure, the main 

cornponent being an arornatic ring with a propane chain. It does not 

have nearly as many OH-groups as cellulose arrl hemicellulose have. 

Lignin is thennoplastic; it softens as the terrperature is raised 

(Kolseth 1983). It is therefore likely that its penneability to 

water m:>lecules will increase when the terrperature is raised. 'Ibis 

penneability is probably 10W', as lignin has lCM hygroscopicity arrl 

is not swelled by water (Kolseth 1983). HCMever I have not fourd. 

any measurements of diffusion in lignin. In my calculations I have 

assumed that it is l/la of the diffusion in amorphous cellulose 

(this rnight seern too rough an assmrption, but the diffusivity 

value of lignin is not crucial for the calculations). 

4 THE S'IRUCIURE OF THE CELL WALL 

It is not fully known hOW' the fibre wall is organized, but the 

:model of Kerr arrl Goring (1975) is probably very near the truth: 

R 

... ~ cellulose 
protofibrills 

lignin and 
hemlcellulose 

hemicellulose 
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'Ihe radial (R) and tangential (T) directions are with reference 

to the fibre, not the tree! I call the surface facing in the 

radial direction "the radial surface" (I think this is not the 

convention among wood reserchers, but I think it is more logical) . 

In this model the cell wall consists of three parts: 

l Protofibrills of cellulose. '!hese are 35 rnn thick and 

consist of al ternating zones of crystalline and 

amorphous cellulose. 

2 A thin layer of hemicellulose on the radial surfaces of 

the protofibrills. 

3 An amalgamate of lignin and hemicellulose. 

In a softwood (black spruce) the three cornponents have the 

following percentages (Kerr and Goring 1975): 

cellulose 

hemicellulose 

lignin 

45% 

29% 

26% 

Kerr and Goring try to measure the amount of hemicellulose that 

is associated with the protofibrills. '!hey get a value of 1/3. 

'!his is of course only an approximate figure. 

A rnuch simpler model of the cell wall was used by salInen (1982) 

for his simulations of the mechanical properties of the fibre. I 

use it OnlY to see what result a very simple model will give, as 

the one of Kerr and Goring certainly is rnuch better for diffusion 

calculations (next page) : 



In this mcx:lel the cell wall layers consists of laminae of 

l An arnalgarnate of cellulose arrl hemicellulose 

2 lignin 

In chapter 7, I use these two mcx:lels of the fibre wall to 

calculate the coefficient of diffusion in different directions in 

the fibre. 

In none of these calculations I consider the fact that the 

fibrills of the different secondary layers have different angles 

to the fibre direction. '!his might seem strange: to make all these 

calculations arrl leaving one of the most irnportant parts out. 

However, I think that I have to know more al:x:>ut the cell wall 

layers before making those calculations. It would then be 

necc:escrry to include for example the pectinous substances in the 

middle lameIla . I might do this later on if I can find the 

information that is needed. 
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I would like to stress that none of these calculations are 

exact. To get a usable resul t I need to ItBke calculations that are 

decisive. A factor of 2 makes no difference, but a factor 100 or 

1000 is too much to be accounted for by the methods being rough. 

5 DIFFUSION ffi REGENERATED CEU.IJI..DSE 

I have made an extensive literature search, but only found eight 

articles in which measurernents of diffusion in cellulose was 

presented. Nearly all of them concerned regenerated cellulose 

(cellophane, with and without softener) . I thought that there 

should be rnany measurernents done on cotton and viscose-rayon, but 

Ifound only one (Fourth et al 1957). 

Below is a list of the articles from which I have taken 

diffusion coefficients. Details can be found in apperrlices l 

and 2. 

Newns (1956) 

Newns (1959) 

Newns (1974) 

Dyer and Newns (1975) 

Niebergall and Zaidan (1976) 

Bomben (1973) 

stamm (1956) 

Fourth et al (1957) 

stamm (1959) 

stamm (1960) 

regenerated cellulose 

regenerated cellulose 

regenerated cellulose 

regenerated cellulose 

regenerated cellulose 

different carbohydrates 

cellophane with softener 

cotton and rayon 

softwood cell wall 

softwood cell wall 

On the next page there is a diagram showing the resul t of the 

literature search. 'Ihe two cu:tVes at the top are from stamm's 

measurernents on metal filled wood (1959, 1960). 'Ihe cu:tVe (B) and 

the three points (C) at the bottom are cx::id. All the other cu:tVes 

show the same behavior between 40 and 80 % relative humidity (RH). 

I think they are as assembled as I can expect, being from 

different authors with different methods and materials. 
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One problem with these measurements is that they are made by 

measurin;} the flow through a thin membrane, or the soIption of 

water on a piece of the material. In these methc:d.s, if the air is 

not movin;} over the surfaces there will be cornparatively big 

surface resistances. Another problem is that the measurements are 

made between two different RH-Ievels. In same cases I do not know 

which one of these are used as the RH of the rneasurement (maybe 

the mean value or 2/3-value as stamm (1959) used). 

At low and high relative humidities the curves differ a lot. I 

think that this has two causes: i t is harder to measure at these 

extremes, and the authors have same prejudices as to what the 

curves should look like. 

still the curves don't differ very rnuch, so I propose the 

followin;} approximation of the diffusion coefficient for bound 

water in regenerated cellulose: 

where cp is the relative humidity (kg of vapour per ro3 of air) . 

'Ihis tunction, a straight line in the diagram, is of course only a 

very rough approximation which I hope to be able to refine later 

if I can get more diffusion data. 

Same authors think that the concentration dependent diffusion 

coefficient follows an exponential function, but I have only 

choosen the above mentioned function as it gives a gcxxl numerical 

fit. 

6 A cx::MFDSITE-IDDEL 

There are rnany ways to find an approximate value of a material 

property of a corrposite if you know the properties of the parts. 

Here I use a very sirrple one that is a weighted mean of the 

extreme cases of parallell and series couplin;} . On the next page I 

have tried to explain the mod.el. 

s = p S + (l-p) S 
P s 



.. 

l 

V1 V2 -... 
6 1 6 2 

Here S, Sl and S2 are the diffusion coefficients of the 

composite and its two components, and V1 and V2 are the vol1..ll'lletric 

parts of the two components (V 1 + V 2 = 1). 

Here the indices p and s stand for parallell and series, as 

shrnm above. "p" also stands for parallellicity . If p=1, I have 

the top case above and if p=O, I have the bottom one. If p=O,5 , I 

have the mean value of the two extremes. 

I don I t think that there is any use in tryin; to firrl better 

rules for choosin; p then these ones: 

p=O 

p=O,25 

p=O,5 

p=O,75 

p=1 

coupling in series 

more in series than in parallell 

nei ther in series, nor in parallell 

more in parallell than in series 

coupling in parallell 

I use these rules in the fOllCMin; chapter. 

The above model is rraybe not very elegant, but i t has an easy 

geometrical explanation. on the next page I have plotted the 

resultin; coefficient of diffusion as a function of p, in two 

cases: 

13 
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case I: 01=20, 02=0, V1=0.5 

case II: 01=15, 02=5, V1=0.5 

10 

5 

o v 

case I 

O ~----------------+-----------------~ 
o 0,5 1 , O 

7 CAI..CUI.ATIONS 

p 

I shall nOll make two rough, but interesting calculations of the 

diffusion coefficient of the cell wall. I here assume that the 

'Whole cell wall is buil t in the same way as in the mcx:lels of 

Salrnen (1982) and Kerr and Goring (1975). This is a 

sirnplification, as we knCM that the cell wall is made up of layers 

in 'Which the fibrils have different angles to the fibre direction. 

In chapter 5, Ifound that the diffusion coefficient of water in 

regenerated cellulose could be approxirnated with the function 

0rc = 10-10+4<j.> m2/s. This is the value for regenerated cellulose 

'Which has a crystallinity of approxirnatly 35%. As I have e>:plained 

above, the crystalline parts of the cellulose have very ICM 



penneability to water. 'Iherefore it is possible to find the 

diffusion coefficient of the arrorphous cellulose with the 

C011p)Site mcx:lel. 

As I don' t krlcM how the crystalline part of the cellulose is 

distributed I use p=O,5 in the composite mcx:lel. '!hen I find that: 

0=3 o a re (diffusion coefficient of arrorphous cellulose) 

When writing the results of these calculations I use "=", even if 

most of the results are rourrled arrl it would be more appropriate 

to use "~". 

In chapter 4 I described two different mcx:lels of the cell wall. 

I shall now calculate the resulting diffusion coefficients in the 

three directions in the cell wall. I then use the following 

asst.mptions (Kerr and Gering 1975; Siau 1984) : 

25% crystalline cellulose 

20% arrorphous cellulose 

29% hemicellulose 

26% lignin 

Diffusion coefficients: 

crystalline cellulose 

arrorphous cellulose 

hemicellulose 

lignin 

o 
3 0re (=oa in the calculations) 

3 0re 

0,3 0re 

I use the same definitions of the three directions in the fibre as 

Kerr arrl Gering: F, R and T with respect to the fibre (not the 

tree) . 

15 
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r first make the calculations for the silnplermo::lel (SaJ..Inen): 

rt is not neccesa:r:y to consider the different layers of the wall 

(the mo::lel is so silnple that the result would be the same) 

1. 'Ihe cellulose has a crystallinity of 60%. With the a1:xJve values 

and p=0,5 (r don't knCM anything about the crystalites in this 

mo::lel) r get ° = 0,2 0a" 

2. 'Ihe cornposite of the cellulose and the hernicellulose contains 

39% hernicellulose. With a p=0,5 r get ° = 0,4 sa. 

3F. In the fibre direction r use p=1. With vlignin=o,26 the total 

diffusion will be oF = 0,32 Sa. 

3T. Same as 3F. 

3R. In the radial direction r have to use p=O to get oR = 0,22 ° a . 



'The same calculations for the mcrlel by Kerr and Goring is a 

little bit longer: 

R 

cellulose 
protofibrills 

lignin and 
hemicellulose 

hemicellulose 

l. 'The cellulose is in the protofibrills which lies in the 

fibrill direction. In the three directions T, R and F I use 

p= 0,25 i 0,25 and 0,75. I then get the following diffusion 

coefficients: 

ST = SR = 0,10 Sa SF = 0,30 Sa 

2. On the radial surfaces of these protofibrills there is a layer 

of hemicellulose. According to Kerr and Goring this layer holds 

1/3 of the total amount of hemicellulose. In the three directions 

T, R and F I use p= li ° and l: 

ST = 0,26 Sa SR = 0,12 Sa SF = 0,43 Sa 

3. 'The COlt'pOSite of all the lignin and 2/3 of the hemicellulose 

contains 43% hemicellulose. I use p=O,5 and get S = 0,33 S . a 
4. 'The cell wall contains 45% of the COlt'pOSite of lignin and 

hemicellulose. I use the following p-values in the T, R and 

F-directions: 0,25i 0,75 and O. 

ST = 0,15 Sa SR = 0,11 Sa SF = 0,35 Sa 
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The results of the calculations base:i on the two different 

models of the cell wall constru.ction is surmnarized :below: 

rnodel 

Sal.Inen 

Kerr & Goring 

0,32 

0,15 

0,22 

0,11 

0,32 

0,35 

It is interesting to compare these figures with a the results of 

a calculation using onl y p=0, 5, which will :be :between 0,19 ö a and 

0,32 Öa' depending on in the order in which I apply the cornposite 

model. 

All these calculations are rough, but the one using the rnodel of 

Kerr and Goring is probably the best. It is therefore interesting 

to note that I with this rnodel get the same resul ts for the 

tangential and radial directions, and a value about three times as 

large in the fibre direction. stanrrn also found that the diffusion 

in the fiber direction was three tirnes as large as in the other 

directions. In the next chapter I will compare my results with 

stanrrn' s experimental values from 1959 and 1960. 

8 A CXl1PARISON WITH STAMM' S MEASUREMENTS 

In 1959, stanrrn published an article with measurements of the 

bound water diffusivity in the fibre direction of Sitka spruce. Re 

had filled most of the lt.nTten volume with an alloy of lead, tin and 

bisrnuth which has a Verj low melting point. When he measured the 

rate of sorption in these metal filled wood specimens he said that 

he measured only the bound water diffusivity. 

In a later article (1960) he calculated the bound. water 

diffusivity in the transversal (tangential and radial) 

directions by using his old measurements in the fibre direction 

and an electrical analogy • 

'!hese two articles are mentioned in the reference lists of 

almost everj article on wocx:i drying since they were published, but 

it seems to me that few other wocx:i researc:hers have tried to 

repeat his measurements. Palin and Petty (1981) have roade same 

measurements above the fibre saturation point with an osrrotic 



method, but their results can 't be used in calculations below the 

fibre saturation point. Yokota (1959) measured boun:l water 

diffusion in parafine filled Wocx:l and got even higher diffusion 

values than starnm. 
Below is a diagram of StamIn' s resul t to;ether with my calcula

tions. 'Ihe difference is l arge : lOClre than a factor 100. I think 

this is too much to be accounted for by my models and 

calculations being crude. 
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What can cause this large difference? First of all I like to 

mention sorne weaknesses in my arguments: 

'Ihe experimental values are mostl y from hydrol yzed cellulose 

acetate films (Newns). It would have been better if I had 

fourrl IOClre values on cotton an::i vicose-rayon. 

All maa.surernents are made on very thin films (Newns (1956, 

1959, 1974 an::i 1975 (with Dyer», starnrn (1956) an::i Niebergall 

an::i Zaidan (1976a an::i 1976b) or on thin fibres ernbedded in 

resin (Fourth et al 1957). With these methods I can think of a 

nurnber of experimental errors that can ruin the experiments: 

surface resistance, porosity of membrane (or worse: passages 

through the film), error in measurement of film thickness etc. 

When I make my calculations I assurne that there is zero 

porosity of the cellwall. I think that most researchers would 

agree on this, but if there are passages through the cell 

wall, my calculations will be of little value. '!his is because 

of the free air vapour diffusion being between 10 an::i 100 000 

tiroes larger than the bound water diffusion. Especially at 

lower relative humidities, even minute passages will transport 

rnuch IOClre water than the cell wall. 

I would also like to point out same things I find questionable 

in starnrn's articles (starnrn 1959 an::i 1960): 

I think it is a doubtful method of sirnulating 100% relative 

humidity with liquid water. I lmow that is is possible to 

argue that if we could get exactly 100% RH, we would have 

liquid water. Despite this I think it is rnuch safer to try to 

get as high RH in the air as possible, e.g. be satisfied with 

98% RH. 

It seerns strange that he got as small errors as he did with 

only 90% of the void voltnne filled with metal (see fig 4 in 

starnm 1959). As mentioned above, water penetrates a capillary 

rnuch IOClre easily as liquid water or vapour, than a non porous 

cell wall is penetrated by bour:rl water. 



APPENDIX 1 UNIT OONVERSIONS 

Different authors use different units and different gradients. 

BelCM I have summarized the ones I fourrl in the eight artieles on 

measurements of diffusion coeffieients of cellulose. 

In all artieles by Newns (1956, 1959, 1974 and 1975 (with Dyer» 

concentration is used as the gradient. To convert 0e to 0v I use: 

° e de/dv = ° e de/du dujcip cip/dv = 0v 

Here u is the moisture content (kg of water per kg of <hy 

material), de/du is the density (1520 kg/m3) for cellulose and 

cip/dv equals the invers of the saturation vapour content. I 

calculated the derivative of the sorption isotherm, dujcip, 

nurnericall y, from a sorption isotherm given by Newns. 

Niebergall and Zaidan (1976) give the diffusion coeffieients on 

a vapour pressure basis whic:h is very COIl1rOC>n in polymer 

technology. 'Ihe uni t they use is (g cm) / (cm2 s bar) whic:h equals 

10 -6 (kg m) / ( m2 s Pa). To convert the vapour pressure to vapour 

content I use the ideal gas law, and firn. that at 200 C p=14000OV. 

Fram that I get 0p dp/dv = 0p 140000 = Sv. 

Bomben (1973) uses the same units as Newns and stannn (1956), and 

Fourth et al (1957) give their measurements directly on a vapour 

contents basis that I only have to cl1an3"e from cm2/s to m2/s. 

In stannn's two artieles on cell wall penneability (1959,1960) 

his resul ts are given on a concentration basis. 'Ihey are therefore 

converted in the same way as Newns' data. 
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APPENDIX 2 MFASUREMENTS OF DIFFUSION rn CELllJlOSE 

Below is a table of all the data I have used. In the second 

colurnn I have indicated if the authors have given numerical values 

(N) or if I have measured in a diagram (D). 

author N/D S m2/s Sv ~/s c 

Newns (1956) D 0,05 1 10-14 700 10-12 

0,25 8,8 10-14 2,1 10-9 

0,47 4,3 10-13 10 10-9 

0,70 1 5 10-12 , 61 10-9 

0,75 2,7 10-12 130 10-9 

According to the author, these values are not very accurate 

author N/D (jJ S m2/s 0v m2/s c 

Newns (1959) N 0,25 2 10-14 490 10-12 

0,36 14 10-14 3,4 10-9 

0,47 55 10-14 14 10-9 

0,57 116 10-14 34 10-9 

0,66 171 10-14 58 10-9 

0,70 125 10-14 48 10-9 

0,79 134 10-14 78 10-9 

0,84 108 10-14 88 10-9 

0,88 38 10-14 35 10-9 

Newns (1974) D 0,00 3,4 10-16 30 10-12 

0,25 1,7 10-15 41 10-12 

0,50 4,7 10-14 1,2 10-9 

0,75 8 7 10-14 , 4,1 10-9 

0,85 8,7 10-14 8,2 10-9 

Dyer and Newns (1975) N 0,37 20 10-15 490 10-12 

0,41 37 10-15 900 10-12 

0,36 20 10-15 490 19-12 
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author N/D (jJ DC m2/s D m2/s v 

Niebergall and Zaidan N 0,32 * 2,7 10-9 

0,64 * 17 10-9 

0,85 * 53 10-9 

0,94 * 82 10-9 

Bomben (1973) D 0,00 10-15 63 10-12 

0,13 3,5 10-14 810 10-12 

0,43 5,8 10-13 8,7 10-9 

0,74 3 O 10-12 , 91 10-9 

0,88 8 7 10-12 , 500 10-9 

0,95 1 9 10-11 , 1,9 10-6 

1,00 5 1 10-11 , 7,5 10-6 

stamm (1956) D 0,13 7,7 10-9 

0,56 13 10-9 

0,68 28 10-9 

0,72 43 10-9 

0,83 120 10-9 

0,76 53 10-9 

0,75 48 10-9 

Fourth et al N 0,80 * cotton 1,54 10-6 

0,36 * cotton 4 10-9 

0,80 * rayon 550 10-9 

'!be cp-values rnarked with a star are calculated as the lowest 

value plus 2/3 of the distance to the greater value. 'This is a 

methcx:l that stamm (1959) has used with data from sorption 

measurements. I have also used i t for data from CUP. experiments. 

'This might not be the best way of treatin:J those relative hurnidity 

values. 
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When stamm gives his experimental resul ts he gives them as 

diffusion coefficients for his metal fil led wocx:len specinens. In 

this paper I campare my resul ts with his values for the diffusion 

in the cell wall. I have therefore calculated the cell wall 

diffusivity by as~ that the cellular structure of Sitka 

spruce is the same as of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) , which I 

have more data on. I have then made different Calculations in the 

three directions, taking care to imitate the actual structure. 

'!his calculation is quite simple as the wocx:l structure easily can 

be mcrlelled as couplings in series and parallell. 

Below are stamm's values for the cell wall 

author DjN cp Dv m2/s 

stamm (1959) D 0,12 0,2 10-6 

0,47 0,3 10-6 

0,70 0,88 10-6 

0,88 3,4 10-6 

0,95 10,5 10-6 

0,98 28 10-6 

'Ibis is in the fibre direction. 'Ihe flow is three times less in 

the transversal directions. 
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